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Subject: Re: URGENT Document wanted
Date: Monday, 7 January 2013 at 12:09:59 Greenwich Mean Time
From: Mike Mew
To:
CC: Mike Mew
AGachments: Response to Dr McKeever 7A.rL

Happy new year, I hope that all is well. We have now moved and I am a resident of sunny (or not as yet very
sunny) Purley, living in the same post code as work- which should help focus my mind on working harder. As far
as I am aware the house is sWll embargoed,, but do not take my word on it, neither of my land lords have ever
been very forthcoming. However I will be back and forth and as sWll working in Clapham JuncWon Monday
evenings Wll the end of Feb. 

Below is the mail that I sent you at the end of Nov, it is Wme (I feel) to ask for a response. It might be best if I
came around one evening so that we could formulate a response together which will save you the stress of
finding words and wounding what to write, and it would also be nice to catch up with you and Antonia as well. 

I a\ach a le\er that I am pu]ng out in the BDJ next issue I hope, as you can see I am not pulling punches
although I do not menWon quesWons being asked in the house of Lords, although it will not take them long to put
two and two together. For some Wme we have been wondering what our next move would be and I am thinking
that a peWWon to GOV to ask for a discussion on why a debate is not happening would gain our goal and give us
some much needed publicity, as I have to live in the real world as well and as wonderful for the world this may be
it is not bringing in any cash or paWents. 

To set a date to focus on I was thinking about next Monday 14th acer working in CJ, around 8pm?

Best wishes,

Mike

On 27 November 2012 11:51, Mike Mew <mikemew@gmail.com> wrote:

Hi I hope all is well next door, we have certainly been working hard in No.4 and have been messed around by
landlords which means that I will not be moving for at least another month even two.

It does seem strange that you have not received anything more back from the Chief Dental officer apart from a
preliminary response within days of your enquiry in which he said that we should give "credit to  the BriWsh
OrthodonWc society for producing this list at very short noWce" which appears to be somewhat hollow words
since now 4 months la\er there does not appear to have been any further response on this. As you menWoned
in your quesWons you have a 9 year old daughter and she is not ge]ng younger while you are waiWng for the
response. Time is off essence, the treatment that I do is not applicable must acer 8 years of age and if you are
likely to be denied an informed choice at this rate. As currently are the rest of the country.

I'm about to send another le\er to the BriWsh Dental Journal for publicaWon. It is going to make set out some
very uncomfortable facts and it will put my reputaWon on the line, which was at some point inevitable.
However it is important to have the answers to the quesWons that you asked relaWvely soon, which as you can
see below have not been addressed and the responses listed are refutable with the minimal of evidence.  I
don't think that the orthodonWsts would use this argument given the current evidence although I believe that
this is sWll what is being taught to under graduates today (which is another issue).

Best wishes,

Mike
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health issue in the upper arch as the lower.

I am not sure if there is any data collected on the incidence of other condiWons in paWents who have had
orthodonWc treatment or not.

I hope that answers some of your quesWons and that this iniWal tranche of reading material is helpful.

I would obviously be happy to talk again if you wanted further informaWon.

regards

(See a\ached file: prominent teeth 2011 NOW.doc)(See a\ached file: Did you know II nov 09.doc)(See a\ached
file: BOS jusWficaWon - key papers.doc)(See a\ached file: Mar 1 2010.doc)(See a\ached file: BOS jusWficaWon
for ortho.pdf)(See a\ached file: Hospitalconsultantserviceroleoct07.pdf)(See a\ached file: IOTNpaper.pdf)

Chief Dental Officer

--------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

Your original quesWons

Dear 

I was about to put down the quesWons below for wri\en answer when it occurred to me that if I showed them
to you first I might be able to find answers to them in a way that caused the DH less Wme and trouble.

I am happy to be sent off to read or to talk � to do the legwork generally.

I am coming to this area new, as a consumer-by-proxy (with a 9 year old daughter). It appears to me that we
may have been seduced into funding expensive treatments that have a very shallow health jusWficaWon, and
that we ought to re-examine what we are doing in these hard Wmes � that we are being offered NHS
treatment for something that the NHS has no business funding. My quesWons are aimed at making a start on
understanding whether I am right in my supposiWons.

Yours,

1.      To ask HMG: what is their best esWmate of the current annual cost to the NHS of orthodonWc therapy,
including associated extracWons and surgery?

2.      To ask HMG: what factors they regard as being the causes of the problems treated by orthodonWc therapy
(for a �normal healthy� child requiring orthodonWc  treatment); what scienWfic papers and related evidence
this is based on;  and what is the pathological process by which these factors are thought to affect a child?

3.      To ask HMG: what they regard as the process by which current orthodonWc treatment aims to treat the
suspected causes of orthodonWc problems?
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4.      To ask HMG: if the NHS funded only the correcWon of the upper visible teeth in paWents with misaligned
but funcWonal denWWon, what is their esWmate of the consequent annual saving to the NHS, and of the health
benefits forgone by those who would otherwise have had full orthodonWc treatment.

5.      To ask HMG: what is their best esWmate of the proporWon of NHS paWents who have undergone
substanWal orthodonWc work and who have subsequently either been diagnosed with sleep apnea or have
seen an ENT specialist; and what those proporWons are for paWents who have not undergone orthodonWc
work.




